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If there is some degree of consensus today that bioethics comp rises a

discip line, a p rofession, as well as a social movement, there remains a good
deal of uncertainty whether bioethics contains distinct ep istemological
underp innings in different p arts of the world. Commentators sometimes
levy the charge that the story of the ‘birth of bioethics’ is overly
Americanised and that the field’s ap p roaches to thinking through medical
and scientific issues reflect a bias geared towards ‘American’ values such as
individualistic autonomy and p ersonal liberty, and ‘American’ bioethical
frameworks such as p rincip lism. This is a contestable and p rovocative
charge, but has some resonance with bioethics scholars outside the USA. If
this is so, are there alternative ap p roaches stemming from different regions
such as Europ e, and what might those alternative (regional) ap p roaches
look like?
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plasma format ion is t heoret ically aware of t he hyst eresis of OHH.
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